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Measurement in Primary Care

Don’t Maximize Public Health Impact

Not aligned with each other

Not aligned with degree of benefit of the treatment

Not Aligned with Work

Not aligned with benefit to that patient
Our approach: **Benefit**-Based Performance Management

- **None**
- **Real**
- **“Perfect”**

Chance of ASCVD

Estimates of clinical benefit

Apply to Clinic Evaluation
Possible Benefits of Benefit-Based Personalized Treatment

- Aligns all CVD prevention
- Prioritizes high-yield choices in high-benefit patients
- Guides population health management
Difficulties and Limitations of BPM

• How to do it! Predictive analytics, simulation models
• Is accuracy of EHR or risk prediction good enough?
• Mildly black box
• Needs buy-in
• Can it be practical?
Possibilities of BPM

Align performance measurement with care management:
Decision support, population health, patient-centeredness, efficiency goals with performance measurement